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We, Chaminda Jayawardana and 
Harris Uddika Mahadiulwewa, 
discovered that we both shared 
a passion for tea, and it was this 
passion that brought us to 
together as partners. As tea 
enthusiasts we travelled the 
world, promoting tea and 
educating people all over of  its 
benefits. And we soon 
discovered despite tasting many 
a great tea, the true character of  
Ceylon tea was lost for much of  
the world. As master tea makers 
we felt that we needed to bring 
back this taste to the world once 
more. 

Thus, we set out to craft the true 
Ceylon tea, from the finest valleys 
of  Ceylon. With our combined 
experience of  more than two 
decades we handpicked the best 
valleys of  Ceylon that has the 
perfect combination of  clean air and 
rich soil to produce the best tea.
Enriched with ideal conditions and 
crafted with our experience and 
attention have led to the creation of  
a true tea masterpiece. Full of  
Ceylonese character, richness and 
life, we present you the finest tea in 
the world, Giri™.
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CEYLON
BREAKFAST

TEA
Pure Ceylon 

genuine Character

Single origin, Ceylon high 
grown tea leaves are 
selectively handpicked from 
the spectacular Dimbula 
Valley. The lush tea tapestry is 
draped around mountains, 
surrounded by the thick forest 
ring of  Horton Plains 
National Park, Kikiliyamana 
Forest Reserve and Adam’s 
Peak where the crisp clean air 
wafts in abundance. Our 
signature single origin 
unblended Ceylon Breakfast 
Tea is crafted by Giri's master 
tea tasters to enhance the 
brisk, full-bodied, bright 
Dimbula Valley character.

Infusion: Coppery even bright

Brew: A burgundy liquor with a 
bright, full-bodied, brisk tea and 
a pronounced crisp note of  
Ceylon high grown bouquet

Loose Tea - Net 100g
PRODUCT CODE 10679
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This signature Afternoon 
Delight tea is made from 
selectively handpicked, garden 
fresh, tender two leaves and
a bud, which are rolled 
systematically and fired to 
perfection, producing a 
uniquely different combination 
of  flavors and aromas to satisfy 
delicate palates and minds. 
Unwind with a cup of  Ceylon 
Lumbini orange pekoe, made 
by Giri’s master tea makers in 
Lumbini Valley, for a superior 
palatable experience in the 
afternoon.

Infusion: Khaki with green 
shadows

Brew: Crisp, fresh orange taste 
with a hint of  caramel

Loose Tea - Net 100g
PRODUCT CODE 10686

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10822

CEYLON
AFTERNOON

DELIGHT
Pure Ceylon 

genuine Character
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CEYLON 
MALTY 
BLACK

Pure ceylon 
natural malty 

character

Garden fresh, selectively 
handpicked Lumbini Valley 
tea leaves are rolled and well 
twisted to create a grainy
Ceylon black tea. This crispy, 
grainy, broken orange pekoe 
tea is exclusively crafted by 
Giri master tea makers from 
Lumbini Valley to induce its 
natural malty flavor and 
bright reddish, full-bodied 
color.

Infusion: Coppery smooth

Brew: Deep biscuity fusion with 
natural malty flavor

Loose Tea - Net 100g
PRODUCT CODE 10693

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10839
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CEYLON 
PREMIUM

WHITE TEA 
Pure Ceylon White

This signature Ceylon premium 
white tea is grown and processed 
exclusively at Lumbini Valley in 
limited quantities. The unique 
artisanal tea is produced from a 
rare (purple tea) variety of  
Camellia Sinensis. White tea
consists of  selectively 
handpicked, tender two leaves 
and a fuzzy silver bud and 
releases the least amount of  
caffeine of  all teas. Giri’s master 
tea makers carefully monitor the 
lightly processed tea leaves as 
they are dried to enhance the 
health benefits and textures of  
the tea. These extremely rare 
white leaves and bud release a 
smooth, sublime flavor to the 
cup, bringing out the best traits 
of  premium white tea.

Infusion: pale jungle green

Brew: pale, sweet with perfume 
flowery notes

Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 10709

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10846
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CEYLON 
WHITE 
LEAFY

Pure Ceylon White

This unique artisanal tea is 
produced from a rare (purple 
tea) variety of  Camellia Sinensis. 
Giri’s master tea makers carefully 
monitor the handpicked, lightly 
processed tea leaves as they are 
dried to enhance the health
benefits and texture of  the tea. 
White tea releases the least 
amount of  caffeine of  all types 
of  teas. Our signature Ceylon 
White Leafy tea is grown and 
processed exclusively in Lumbini 
Valley, in limited quantities, to
bring out the most natural 
elements of  the plant and its 
pale color with sweet flowery 
flavor.

Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 10716

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10853

Infusion: Pale jungle green

Brew: Pale, delicate flowery 
bouquet
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CEYLON 
GREEN 
CURLS

Pure Ceylon 
Green

High grown, steam dried, pure 
unblended Ceylon Green 
Curls is produced in one of  
the best tea growing regions 
on earth. This tea is crafted 
from selectively handpicked 
leaves to ensure they remain 
free from impurities and then 
it is delicately twisted with 
rollers. Ceylon Green Curls is 
created by Giri’s master tea 
tasters for you to indulge in 
the natural citrus character in 
every cup.

Infusion: Bright leafy green

Brew: Pale brew with a hint of  
citrus flowers

Loose Tea - Net 100g
PRODUCT CODE 10723

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10860
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CEYLON 
LEAFY 

GREEN
Pure Ceylon 

Green

High grown, steam dried, pure, 
unblended Ceylon Leafy Green 
tea is produced in one of  the 
best tea growing regions on 
earth. This artisanal green tea 
is made from selectively 
handpicked leaves and lightly 
processed to enhance the 
natural fresh-wood smoky 
character in every cup. Ceylon 
Green Leafy tea is created by 
Giri’s master tea tasters for you 
to indulge in the unique 
light-bodied taste of  single 
origin pure Ceylon unblended
green tea.

Infusion: Even green

Brew: Pale brew, tropical fruity 
taste with a hint of  fresh 
wood smoke

Loose Tea - Net 100g
PRODUCT CODE 10730

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10877
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NUWARA ELIYA
SEASONAL

Nuwara Eliya Valley - Savor 
the seasonal appearance of  
tea with a unique flavor and 
aroma influenced by climatic 
conditions and terroir. When 
exposed to dry winds, sun, 
and frost, the tea bushes go 
through a state of  combined 
stress, which results in flushes 
with volatile compounds. The 
Nuwara Eliya Valley which 
lies 2000m above sea level, 
embraces the fragrant air of  
cypress, wild mint and 
eucalyptus from the 
mountains. The final cup of  
tea possesses a uniquely 
delicate natural citrus flavor 
with a golden hue. These 
signature black tea leaves are 
chosen by our expert master 
tasters to offer a unique 
limited edition artisanal tea, 
tailor-made to enjoy the 
refined taste of  the seasonal 
Ceylon Nuwara Eliya Tea by 
tea lovers across the globe.

NATURE’S GIFT OF
CEYLON CITRUS FLAVOUR

Ceylon
Regions 

Infusion: Bright yellow-green

Brew: Seasonal champagne 
of  Ceylon, full of  mountain 
flowers and a hint of  citrus 
notes

Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 10747

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10884
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DIMBULA
SEASONAL

Dimbula Valley - Savor the 
seasonal appearance of  tea, 
which comes with a unique 
flavor and aroma influenced 
by climatic conditions and 
terroir. When exposed to dry 
winds, sun, and frost, the tea 
bushes go through a state of  
combined stress, which results 
in flushes with volatile 
compounds. Between the 
World Heritage Site of  Adam’s 
Peak and Horton Plains 
National Park, at an altitude 
of  1100-1600m above sea 
level, lies Dimbula Valley. This 
region produces a uniquely 
delicate tea with a fragrant 
jasmine flavor and a bright, 
brisk, full-bodied liquor. These 
signature black tea leaves are 
chosen by our expert master 
tasters to offer a unique 
limited edition artisanal tea, 
which is tailor-made to enjoy 
the refined taste of  seasonal 
Ceylon Dimbula tea by tea 
lovers across the globe.

NATURE’S GIFT OF CEYLON
JASMINE FLAVOUR

Ceylon
Regions 

Infusion: Coppery bright

Brew: Pale orange, earthy 
color. A pinkish brew with a 
seasonal floral bouquet and a 
hint of  Jasmine note

Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 10754

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10891
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UVA
SEASONAL

Uva Valley - The remotely situated 
Uva Valley which lies 600m above 
sea level, is often subjected to 
seasonal changes. When monsoonal 
winds of both northeast and 
southwest funnel through the valleys 
of the Ohiya and Idalgashenna 
regions, the tea bushes go through a 
state of combined stress, which 
results in flushes with various volatile 
compounds. This creates a 
distinctive character and an intensely 
floral Linalool flavor in the tea. Once 
sipped, the sharp taste of Uva tea is 
easy to distinguish. Traces of natural 
mint flavor and the golden hue are 
some of the tea characteristics 
unique to the microclimatic 
conditions in Uva. Sir Thomas 
Lipton, the great Victorian magnate, 
first persuaded Americans to take up 
the tea-drinking habit with the tea 
that was grown and manufactured in 
his Uva tea estate. These signature 
black tea leaves are chosen by our 
expert master tasters to offer a 
unique limited edition artisanal tea, 
which is tailor-made to enjoy the 
refined taste of seasonal Ceylon Uva 
tea by tea lovers across the globe.

NATURE’S GIFT OF CEYLON
LINALOOL FLAVOUR

Ceylon
Regions 

Infusion: Seasonal coppery 
bright

Brew: Golden red, full of  
seasonal blooms with a hint of  
Linaloon notes

Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 10761

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10907
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RUHUNA
SEASONAL

Ruhuna Valley - Seasonal 
appearance of  flavor occurs 
when Ruhuna Valley, which 
lies 400m above sea level, is 
exposed to a combination of  
dry oceanic breezes from the 
southern coast and fresh 
rainforest winds from 
Sinharaja, creating a seasonal 
appearance in tea. The pure 
breeze coming from the 
Sinharaja Rainforest is 
uniquely scented with the 
sweet fragrance of  Horsfieldia 
trees that grow abundantly in 
the wild and attract the honey 
bees. Giri’s master tea makers 
produce this handpicked 
artisanal tea in our Lumbini 
Valley to enjoy the true traits 
of  seasonal Ceylon Ruhuna 
tea by tea lovers across the 
globe.

NATURE’S GIFT OF
CEYLON RAINFOREST

FLORAL HONEY FLAVOUR

Ceylon
Regions 

Infusion: Coppery bright 
long strings

Brew: A bright orange 
mellow cup with rainforest 
floral honey taste

Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 10778

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 10914
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KITUL HONEY
TREACLE COATED

CEYLON CINNAMON BLACK TEA

Garden fresh, selectively 
handpicked Ceylon Lumbini 
Valley tea leaves are briefly rolled 
and twisted to yield a
light-bodied cup with sweet 
honey treacle (Caryota Urens) 
and delicate natural cinnamon. 
This signature tea is
crafted and coated by Giri’s 
master tea makers at our 
Lumbini Valley with the world’s 
best natural Ceylon
cinnamon. This tea is available in 
extremely limited quantities.

Forest
Charms

Infusion: Yellow bronze

Brew: Golden orange in a cup. 
Kitul and cinnamon infused 
bouquet with a sweet taste of  
floral honey rainforest tea

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10785
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Garden fresh, selectively 
handpicked Ceylon Lumbini 
Valley tea leaves are well rolled 
and coated with natural bee 
honey. The refreshing aroma 
of  vibrant, honey notes 
accentuates the natural 
sweetness, creating a sweet 
tangy flavor with nature’s 
golden healer and the world’s 
best Ceylon spices. This 
signature tea is exclusively 
made by Giri’s master tea 
makers at our Lumbini Tea 
Valley in limited quantities.

Infusion: Bronze

Brew: A naturally sweet complex 
bouquet of  spices enhanced by 
crisp floral honey rainforest tea

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10792

Forest
Charms

BEE HONEY 
COATED

CEYLON SPICE  BLACK TEA
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HONEY 
TREACLE COATED
CEYLON SPICE  BLACK TEA

Garden fresh, selectively 
handpicked Ceylon Lumbini 
Valley tea leaves are twisted by 
Kithul wood-fitted rollers
and mixed with natural Kithul 
Palm Nectar (Caryota Urens). 
This enhances the perfectly 
rounded living
character of  the tea and 
refines the texture of  the 
naturally sweet bouquet with 
the world’s best Ceylon spices.
Our signature Honey Treacle 
Coated Ceylon Spice Black 
Tea is exclusively crafted by 
our Giri master tea
makers at Lumbini Valley in 
limited quantities.

Infusion: Light bronze

Brew: Refreshing sweet 
rainforest tea with a 
pronounced bouquet of  
Kithul palm nectar and 
a hint of  spices

Forest
Charms

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10808
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EARL GREY
WITH CEYLON

BLACK
Flavoured Tea

We use the finest Ceylon tea, 
specially grown in our 
Lumbini Valley Tea Garden, 
situated just below the World 
Heritage Site of  Sinharaja 
Forest Reserve, which serves 
as the base for this uniquely 
flavored tea. Selectively 
handpicked tea leaves are 
processed to perfection to 
induce this wonderful liquor, 
harmonized with bergamot
flavor. Giri’s master tea 
makers craft this unique tea 
to awaken your taste buds 
with a refreshing citrus bliss 
and subtle note of  rainforest 
floral honey.

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10167

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11102

Infusion: Coppery with orange 
flakes

Brew: Classic floral honey 
taste of  orange pekoe tea with 
a delightful fusion of  
bergamot and citrus
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We use the finest Ceylon tea, 
specially grown in our Lumbini 
Valley Tea Garden, situated 
below the World Heritage Site 
of  Sinharaja Forest Reserve, 
which serves as the base for 
this flavored tea. Selectively 
handpicked tea leaves are 
processed to perfection to 
induce this wonderful liquor, 
harmonized with Ceylon
lemongrass flavor. Giri’s master 
tea makers craft this unique tea 
for you to experience the sharp 
tangy lemongrass flavor with a 
subtle, distinct note of  
rainforest floral honey.

Flavoured Tea

LEMON WITH 
CEYLON BLACK

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10204

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11119

Infusion: Coppery with 
green stems of  lemongrass

Brew: Pale orange brew 
with a sweet floral honey 
taste of  orange pekoe tea 
fusion with lemongrass and 
citrus
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GINGER WITH
CEYLON BLACK
Flavoured Tea

We use the finest Ceylon tea, 
specially grown in our Lumbini 

Valley Tea Garden situated 
below the World Heritage Site 

of  Sinharaja Forest Reserve, 
which serves as the base for 
this flavored tea. Selectively 

handpicked tea leaves are 
processed to perfection to 

induce this wonderful liquor, 
harmonized with the aroma of  
ginger. Giri master tea makers 
craft this unique tea for you to 
experience the fresh warming 

spicy heat of  ginger with a 
subtle distinct note of  
rainforest floral honey.

Infusion: Coppery with 
bright ginger chips

Brew: Floral honey taste of  
orange pekoe tea with notes 

of  real tropical ginger

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10259

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11133
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We use the finest Ceylon tea, 
specially grown in our Lumbini 
Valley Tea Garden situated 
below the World Heritage Site 
of  Sinharaja Forest Reserve, 
which serves as the base for 
this flavored tea. Selectively 
handpicked tea leaves are 
processed to perfection to 
induce this wonderful liquor, 
harmonized with the juicy, 
sweet and tart mix of  berries. 
Giri master tea makers craft 
this unique tea for you to 
experience the succulent ripe, 
sweet berries, with both sweet 
and tart characteristics, and a 
distinct note of  rainforest floral 
honey.

BERRY MIX
WITH CEYLON

BLACK

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10266

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11140

Infusion: Coppery with 
pink specs

Brew: Pale orange smooth with 
a crisp pallet and mixed berries
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We use the finest Ceylon tea, 
specially grown in our Lumbini 
Valley Tea Garden situated 
below the World Heritage Site 
of  Sinharaja Forest Reserve, 
which serves as the base for 
this flavored tea. Selectively 
handpicked tea leaves are 
processed to perfection to 
induce this wonderful liquor, 
harmonized with caramel and 
vanilla. Giri master tea makers 
craft this unique tea for you to 
experience the strong sweet 
fragrance of  vanilla blended 
with caramel flavor and a subtle 
distinct note of  rainforest floral 
honey.

CARAMEL &
VANILLA WITH

CEYLON BLACK

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10273

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11157

Infusion: Coppery with specks 
of  vanilla

Brew: A pale orange brew 
with a caramel sweetness 
effortlessly blended with 
natural vanilla notes
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We use the finest Ceylon tea, 
specially grown in our Lumbini 

Valley Tea Garden situated below 
the World Heritage Site of  

Sinharaja Forest Reserve, which 
serves as the base for this flavored 

tea. Selectively handpicked tea 
leaves are processed to perfection 

to induce this wonderful liquor, 
harmonized with the classic flavor 

of  peach. Giri master tea makers 
craft this unique tea for you to 

experience the refined sweet taste 
of  ripe peaches and a subtle note 

of  rainforest floral honey.

PEACH WITH
CEYLON 

BLACK

Infusion: Coppery bright

Brew: Pale orange brew with floral 
honey note of  black tea infused 

with robust peach character

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10815

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11386
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Steam dried Ceylon high 
grown leafy green tea is 
produced at one of  the best 
tea growing regions on earth. 
This tea is crafted from 
selectively hand picked leaves 
to insure they remain free 
from impurities. It is then 
lightly processed to enhance 
the distinct natural citrus 
notes. Giri master tea tasters 
blend this tea with soursop for 
you to experience its tropical, 
fruity, sweet-sour taste.

Flavoured Tea

SOURSOP
WITH CEYLON

LEAFY GREEN

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 11072

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11836

Infusion: Pale green with fruit 
pieces

Brew: Invigorating crisp fusion 
of  distinct natural citrus note 
with the bold notes of  soursop
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We use the finest Ceylon white 
tea, specially grown in our 
Lumbini Tea Valley Garden 
situated below the World
Heritage Site of  Sinharaja 
Forest Reserve, which serves 
as the base for this specially 
flavored tea. Selectively 
handpicked tea leaves from a 
rare (purple tea) variety of  
Camellia Sinensis are 
processed to perfection to 
induce this amazing liquor, 
harmonized with the smooth 
flavors of  guava and peach. 
Giri master tea makers craft 
this special tea for you to 
experience the refined sweet 
taste of  guava and peach in a 
light cup of  smooth white tea.

Flavoured Tea

GUAVA & 
PEACH WITH

CEYLON WHITE

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 11089

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11843

Infusion: Coppery bright with 
flakes of  guava and peach

Brew: Pale orange brew 
infused with robust guava 
and peach notes
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We use the finest Ceylon white 
tea, specially grown in our 
Lumbini Tea Valley Garden 
situated below the World 
Heritage Site of  Sinharaja 
Forest Reserve, which serves as 
the base for this special flavored 
tea. Selectively handpicked tea 
leaves from a rare (purple tea) 
variety of  Camellia Sinensis are 
processed to perfection to 
induce this amazing liquor 
harmonized with the fruity, 
earthy notes of  pomegranate 
and red rose petals. Giri master 
tea tasters create this tea with 
pomegranate and red rose 
petals for you to experience the 
juicy flavor of  bitter-sweet 
pomegranate and a mellow 
astringent feeling in the mouth.

Flavoured Tea

POMEGRANATE
WITH CEYLON

WHITE

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 11096

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 12048

Infusion: Pale green with 
pink specks

Brew: Pale with a fruity 
aroma and after taste feeling 
of  mellow astringency
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JASMINE
WITH CEYLON

LEAFY GREEN
Flavoured Tea

Steam Ceylon high grown, leafy 
green tea is produced at one of  
the best tea growing regions on 
earth. This tea is crafted from 
selectively handpicked leaves to 
ensure they remain free from 
impurities. They are then lightly 
processed to enhance the 
distinct natural citrus notes. 
Giri master tea tasters infuse 
this tea with summer blossoms 
of  fresh jasmine flowers for 
you to experience a refined, 
delicate jasmine aroma in every 
cup.

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 11065
20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11829

Infusion: Green with petals

Brew: Pale mellow with notes 
of  real jasmine
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MASALA CHAI 
WITH CEYLON 
BLACK

Giri master tea makers craft this 
unique tea for you to experience 

the warm spicy fragrance of  
Ceylon Mace, Nutmeg, Clove and 

Black Pepper with the woody 
sweetness of  Ceylon Cinnamon 

and Cardamom, ending with a 
finish of  subtle but distinct note 

of  rainforest floral honey. We use 
the finest Ceylon tea, specially 

grown in our Lumbini Valley Tea 
Garden, situated below the World 
Heritage Site of  Sinharaja Forest 

Reserve, as the base for this special 
spice tea. Selectively handpicked 

tea leaves are processed to 
perfection to induce this amazing 
liquor harmonized with precious 

Ceylon spices.

Flavoured Tea

Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 10242

20 Pyramid Tea Bags - Net 40g
PRODUCT CODE 11126

Infusion: Burnished copper 
with spice flakes

Brew: The classic taste of  
Ceylon spices with a hint floral 

honey note of  orange pekoe tea
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CEYLON
BREAKFAST TEA

 Pure Ceylon genuine 
Character

Single origin Ceylon high-grown 
tea leaves are selectively 
handpicked from the spectacular 
Dimbula Valley. The lush tea 
tapestry is draped around 
mountains surrounded by a thick 
forest ring of  Horton Plains, 
Kikiliyamana and Adams Peak 
where the crisp clean air wafts in 
abundance. Our signature single 
origin unblended Ceylon 
Breakfast tea is picked by Giri’s 
master tea tasters to enhance the 
brisk, full-bodied, bright Dimbula 
Valley character.

100 Tea Bags - Net 200g
PRODUCT CODE 12307

50 Tea Bags - Net 100g
PRODUCT CODE 12291

25 Tea Bags - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 12284

Infusion:  Coppery even 
bright. 

Liquor:  A burgundy liquor 
with a bright, full-bodied, 
brisk tea and a pronounced 
crispy note of  Ceylon 
high-grown bouquet
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RAINFOREST RARE 
FLAVOUR COLLECTION 

FROM THE VALLEY 
OF LUMBINI

PRODUCT CODE 10990

EARLGREY WITH CEYLON BLACK
LEMON WITH CEYLON BLACK
MASALA CHAI WITH CEYLON BLACK
BERRY MIX WITH CEYLON BLACK
JASMINE WITH CEYLON LEAFY GREEN
GUAVA & PEACH WITH CEYLON WHITE
POMEGRANATE WITH CEYLON WHITE
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UVA / DIMBULA / RUHUNA / NUWARA ELIYA

Loose Tea - Net 100g
PRODUCT CODE 10983

4 IN 1 OF 
NATURAL 

SEASONALS 
FROM TEA 

VALLEYS OF 
CEYLON
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CONVENIENT PACKS
CEYLON BREAKFAST TEA
Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 12178

CEYLON AFTERNOON DELIGHT
Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 12185

CEYLON MALTY BLACK
Loose Tea - Net 50g
PRODUCT CODE 12192

CEYLON WHITE LEAFY
Loose Tea - Net 15g
PRODUCT CODE 12208

CEYLON GREEN CURLS
Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 12215

CEYLON  LEAFY  GREEN 
Loose Tea - Net 25g
PRODUCT CODE 12222
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CEYLON
BREAKFAST TEA  |100g  60206 | 1 Lb/454g  60541
AFTERNOON DELIGHT |100g  60213 | 1 Lb/454g  60558
MALTY BLACK |100g  60220 | 1 Lb/454g  60565
WHITE LEAFY |025g  60237 | 1 Lb/454g  60572
PREMIUM WHITE |025g  60244 | 1 Lb/454g  60589
GREEN CURLS |100g  60251 | 1 Lb/454g  60596
LEAFY  GREEN |100g  60268 | 1 Lb/454g  60602

NUWARAELIYA SEASONAL |  50g  60275 | 1 Lb/454g  61619
DIMBULA SEASONAL |  50g  60282 | 1 Lb/454g  60626
UVA SEASONAL |  50g  60299 | 1 Lb/454g  61633
RUHUNA SEASONAL |  50g  60305 | 1 Lb/454g  60640

CEYLON
AFTERNOON DELIGHT |040g  61227 | 200g 62033
MALTY BLACK |040g  61234
WHITE LEAFY |040g  61241
PREMIUM WHITE |040g  61258
GREEN CURLS |040g  61265 | 200g 62019
LEAFY  GREEN |040g  61272

NUWARAELIYA SEASONAL |040g  61289
DIMBULA SEASONAL |040g  61296
UVA SEASONAL |040g  61302
RUHUNA SEASONAL |040g  61319

CRAFT PAPER 
POUCH

LOOSE TEA

PYRAMID TEAS
20 PY. TEA BAGS 100  PY. TEA BAGS
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CEYLON BLACK WITH
EARLGREY |040g  61326
LEMON |040g  61333
MASALA CHAI |040g  61340
GINGER |040g  61357
BERRY MIX |040g  61364
CARAMEL & VANILLA |040g  61371
PEACH |040g  61388

CEYLON LEAFY GREEN WITH
JASMINE |040g  61395
SOURSOP |040g  61401

CEYLON WHITE WITH
GUAVA AND PEACH |040g  61418
POMEGRANATE |040g  61425

CEYLON BLACK WITH
EARLGREY |050g  60312 | 1 Lb/454g  60657
LEMON |050g  60329 | 1 Lb/454g  60664
MASALA CHAI |050g  60336 | 1 Lb/454g  60671
GINGER |050g  60343 | 1 Lb/454g  60688
BERRY MIX |050g  60350 | 1 Lb/454g  60695
CARAMEL & VANILLA |050g  60367 | 1 Lb/454g  60701
PEACH |050g  60374 | 1 Lb/454g  60718
CEYLON LEAFY GREEN WITH
JASMINE |050g  60381 | 1 Lb/454g  60725
SOURSOP |050g  60398 | 1 Lb/454g  60732

CEYLON WHITE WITH
GUAVA AND PEACH |050g  60404 | 1 Lb/454g  60749
POMEGRANATE |050g  60411 | 1 Lb/454g  60756

FLAVOURED LOOSE TEA

FLAVOURED PYRAMID TEAS

CRAFT PAPER 
POUCH

20 PY. TEA BAGS
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PYRAMID
ENVELOPS

LEMON WITH CEYLON BLACK   |02g  62347
SOURSOP WITH CEYLON LEAFY GREEN |02g  62323
POMEGRANATE WITH CEYLON WHITE |02g  62316
MASALA CHAI WITH CEYLON BLACK |02g  62330
PEACH WITH CEYLON BLACK   |02g  62309

CEYLON AFTERNOON DELIGHT  |02g  62279
CEYLON MALTY BLACK   |02g  62262
CEYLON WHITE LEAFY   |02g  62286
CEYLON  LEAFY  GREEN   |02g  62293 

FLAVOURED TEA

STRAIGHT TEAS


